Intra-tumor cellular heterogeneity is a key player of tumor aggressiveness and resistance to therapies. Genetic diversity in tumor cells enables, under selective pressures (e.g., during the metastatic process or under therapies), the rise of certain subclones proficient with survival and metastatic advantages (1). Yet, phenotypic tumor cell heterogeneity also critically dictates such adaptative behaviours, this plasticity relying on stromal signals that reversibly change signaling pathways or gene expression programs in tumor cells, and reciprocally (2,3). An illustration of the importance of this phenotypic heterogeneity in tumor cells and crosstalks with the stroma has been revealed in pancreatic cancer, the aggressiveness of which is closely linked to transcriptomic and epigenetic signatures (4,5). Tumor stroma is represented by acellular (extracellular matrices, vesicles, soluble proteins and lipids) and cellular components [cancer-associated fibroblasts (CAF), endothelial cells, immune cells and nerve cells], the variety of which underscores the complexity of tumor biology. Tumor stroma heterogeneity also ensues from its constant evolution during tumor progression or remodeling under treatments, and from inconsistent spatial distribution into the tumor of stromal components (6-8). Consequently, tumor cells will not, at a specific stage of tumor progression, be exposed to the same signals whether they localize within the primary tumor or at metastatic site, in a small or a large lesion, and in the central area or at the invasive fronts, underlying the great advances that should in a near future bring multi-spatial single cell phenotyping approaches. Another step of diversity within the stroma concerns the immune system which comprises, even within a similar immune cell class, not only anti-tumoral, but also pro-tumoral, cell subsets (e.g., M1 vs. M2 macrophages populations), these populations being evolving to functionally divergent subsets owing to tumor- or stromal (particularly, CAF)-derived polarizing factors (9-11). This implies that, depending on the factors released by the whole tumor, an anti- or pro-tumoral immunity will be built up, this signature impacting on patient prognosis and response to therapy (12). For example, it is now recognized that a stromal anti-tumoral lymphocyte T CD8 signature is of good prognosis in many cancers (13,14), albeit not sufficient since CD8 cytolytic activity is modulated by other microenvironment factors (myeloid cells, cytokines, hypoxia) (15).

Interestingly, Su et al. recently reported that different CAF subsets may also exist, dramatically impacting on prognosis (16). Indeed, these authors demonstrated that the presence, in breast and lung tumors, of a specific subset of CAFs identified with two novel CAF cell-surface markers (CD10 and GPR77), is predictive of cancer patient response to neoadjuvant therapy and outcome. Authors describe that only CAFs positive for CD10 and GPR77 provide chemoresistance to tumor cells, implying that all CAF subsets don’t present this feature. One can speculate
that the emergence of this CAF subpopulation is triggered by the tumor biology and the selective pressure resulting from exposure to treatment, and Su et al. show that CD10- and GPR77-positive CAFs are enriched in tumors from neoadjuvant-treated patients, as compared to naïve patient tumors, and are resistant in vitro to chemotherapies. Interestingly, CAFs not only express mechanisms for chemotherapeutic escape which remain to be understood, but also scavenge active drugs from pancreatic cancer cells contributing to the clinical failure of chemotherapies in this cancer (17).

Existence of heterogeneity within CAFs is recent and comes from reports in pancreatic cancer where pro- and anti-tumoral CAF subsets are suspected (18, 19). In this dramatic yet incurable disease, in which stroma represents up to 80% of the tumor mass, strategies aimed at co-targeting CAFs or the extracellular matrices, in addition to cancer cells, are nowadays tested in clinical trials. Clinical trials aimed at inhibiting the sonic hedgehog pathway were a dismal failure (20) and NCT01130142, although its genetic invalidation had previously showed in preclinical studies in mice promising anti-tumoral effect potentiating the cytotoxic effects of chemotherapy (21). Although this proliferative pathway is specifically activated in pancreatic CAFs, its chronic inhibition in a pancreatic cancer mouse model and in pancreatic cancer patients had opposite effect than expected, i.e., pro-tumoral consequences with increased tumor angiogenesis, tumor cell metastasis [increased epithelial-to-mesenchymal transition (EMT)] and cachexia (19, 22). The subsequent conclusion that CAFs may have anti-tumoral functions was also put forward by another study in which the genetic invalidation, in another preclinical transgenic mouse model of pancreatic cancer, of a specific subset of CAFs [proliferative and α-smooth muscle actin (α-SMA)-positive] similarly triggered EMT in tumor cells as well as immunosuppression [increase in T-regulatory cells (Treg)] (18). The hypothesis of the existence of different CAF subsets with distinct functions was further highlighted again in pancreatic cancer where both α-SMA-positive and -negative CAF populations were described, and also associated with different spatial tumor distribution (distance to tumor cells) and function (IL-6-dependent inflammatory features) (23). Unraveling real functions of CAFs is challenged by the lack of specific CAF markers. Most commonly described markers (e.g., α-SMA, FSP-1, FAP, PDGFβR) are not when taken individually specific CAF markers. Nevertheless, combination of six markers including the four previously cited has enabled to delineate in breast tumors four CAF subsets, which differently express those proteins, and one subset (subset 1) being enriched with immunosuppressive activities (24). Interestingly, each breast tumor comprises the four different CAF subsets (i.e., intra-tumoral CAF heterogeneity) but those enriched with subset 1 may develop the ability to acquire resistance to immunotherapies. One can therefore speculate that strategies aimed at specifically targeting this breast tumor CAF subset (deletion or reprogramming) may be therapeutically promising in contrast to invalidating the three other subsets although their functions are unknown. The hypothesis of whether certain CAF subsets are anti-tumoral remains to be demonstrated. One can’t exclude that unexpected pro-tumoral effects resulting in pancreatic cancer from anti-CAF therapeutic strategies may have be generated through adaptive mechanisms in surrounding tumor and/or other stromal cells, in a similar manner as those observed in tumors treated with anti-angiogenic therapies whereby the resulting hypoxia triggers a tumor cell aggressive phenotype (25). CAF normalization rather than complete elimination seems more appropriate to avoid deleterious adaptive effects. Secretory features of CAFs including of the cytokine IL-6 and the chemokine CXCL-12 are associated with pro-tumoral inflammatory and immunosuppressive features, respectively (16, 24). CAF secretory activity was reported to be significantly normalized by targeting protein synthesis, hence described to be increased in pancreatic CAFs as compared to non-activated fibroblasts (26). In the article of Su et al., the most aggressive CAF subset (CD10- and GPR77-positive) is shown to secrete IL-6 and IL-8 providing a cancer survival stem cell niche, facilitating patient-derived xenograft engraftment in mice (Figure 1). This IL-6 and IL-8 paracrine pathway was described to be sustained in the CD10 and GPR77-positive CAF subset by an autocrine loop involving the complement signaling onto the C5α GPR77 receptor, which triggers transcriptional activation through the NfκB pathway of IL-6 and IL-8 promoters. Interestingly, blocking this pathway using a GPR77-neutralizing antibody abolished tumor aggressiveness and chemoresistance induced by the CD10 and GPR77-positive CAF subset. Emerging promoting roles in cancer progression were described for complement anaphylatoxins including C5a, which was reported to promote chronic inflammation, immunosuppression, angiogenesis, and cancer cell metastatic potential (27), but the GPR77-C5α autocrine loop had previously not been functionally highlighted in CAFs. In contrast, stromal expression of
the cell membrane-associated metalloproteinase CD10 was reported as a prognostic marker in malignancies and associated with biologic aggressiveness, but also already in 2010 as a marker for distinguishing a pro-metastatic CAF subset (28). Whether CD10 has a functional role in CAF biology or whether is just a “passenger” CAF subset marker remains to be explored. Adding the GPR77 marker on top of CD10, Su et al. further define a specific and functionally distinct pro-tumoral subset within CAF populations, although cells expressing both markers are not guaranteed to be actual CAFs. Targeting both proteins together could help to develop more precise therapy with the goal to specifically target the pro-tumoral CAF subset, as opposed to the others which may be “good” subsets, yet to be demonstrated. Finally, whether the GPR77- and CD10-positive CAF subset alone supports all the previously described pro-tumoral CAF features, especially their dialog with other stromal cells, is also an open-question (29).
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